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Introduction
Since some decades, the company’s orientations turned, from a production orientation to a
marketing orientation, where the company takes care about the customer’s need and wants
(Philip, Kotler, Gary Amstrong, 2008). The more the companies decided to adopt a marketing
orientation, the more they target the market, from undifferentiated marketing to a micro
marketing targeting. The Generation Y is the ideal target for companies: if the generation Y
can be seen as an homogeny group that shares common needs and wants, therefore the Y’s
can be divided into smaller groups called “tribes”, groups of friends who create sub cultures
based on common interests and behaviors, such as musical styles, sports, cities’ life styles...
(Nicolas Picand, 2011)

The generation Y is over-exposed to internet. This fact is highlighted by a survey that shows
that 96% of the generation Y is connected to internet every day. (Nicolas Picand, 2011)

After a period of recession, online advertising investments have highly increased in 2003
(52.4%). Internet oversteps the cinema and became the fifth largest advertising medium after
the press, television, radio and the display (MP Fourquet Courbet, 2004)

In «The marketing encyclopedia» (2004) Jean-Marc Lehu defined advertising as a
communication technique which is supposed to modify the consumer’s attitude as regards as a
product or a service.
For Yara Merhi (2003), advertising is also a way to create popularity or a reputation.
At the beginning of the 20th century, the first appearance of advertisement marked a change
of direction in the advertising story: the role of advertising was no longer to inform but also to
seduce with pictures. (Vautherot, 2009).

The Italian clothing firm, Benetton, is most often credited with being the originator of
provocative appeals in advertising. In the latter half of the 1980s, Benetton's visual
advertising ceased to show the company's products (clothing and fashion accessories) and
featured. (Vezina & Paul, 1997)
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Eventually, the images they used became increasingly provocative, referring, for instance, to
racial issues (a black woman breast-feeding a white baby), religion (a priest in black kissing a
nun in white), death and disease (a young man dying of AIDS) and war (the clothes of a
soldier killed in Bosnia). (Vezina & Paul, 1997)
Shock advertising is a new type of advertising born in the early 90’s (Vautherot, 2009). This
type of communication is defined by Gustafson & Yssel (1994) and Venkat & Abi-Hanna
(1995) as something that intentionally startles and offends its audience.
That way, shock advertising, often uses provocation, defined by Vézina and Paul (1997) as a
«deliberate appeal, within the content of an advertisement, to stimuli that are expected to
shock at least a portion of the audience, both because they are associated with values, norms
or taboos that are habitually not challenged or transgressed in advertising, and because of their
distinctiveness and ambiguity» (Vézina and Paul, 1997, p.179). With this advertising strategy,
Yara Merhi (2003) explained that advertising may try to overcome the social barriers.

The generation Y is the most exposed to shock advertising, because this generation represents
“71 million individuals born between 1977 and 1994” (Nayyar, 2001; Paul, 2001), that is in
line with the computer era, so it involves that they are the most familiarize with internet.
Moreover, this is the ideal advertising medium to create buzz marketing, which is one of the
shock advertising aims. That is to say, shock advertising «grab viewer’s attention by creating
a buzz» (Muhammad Bilal Javed, Hareem Zeb, 2011, p.2)

Shock advertising is mainly oriented to the generation Y, because this generation is «widely
considered to be the next big generation and businesses are therefore struggling to find ways
to capture a piece of this market» (Cui, Yanli, et. al, 2003).

Our main theory that is going to cover all our study is the shock advertising. Our work is
based on it, supported by communication and purchasing theories.
The communication theory accorded to Robert T.Craig, 1999, in his essay “Communication
Theory as a Field” that studies the technical process of information and the human process of
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human communication has been one of the support theory of our study complemented by the
Jackobson Model that developed the verbal communication.
The Brand content theory has been be useful to understand shock advertising consequences.
Thus, Olivier Atlmann (co-Chair of Publicis) define the Brand content as “an exchange
between a brand which build an emotional relationship with its target who do not perceive a
commercial pressure”, and this is one of the characteristics of shock advertising: here, the
main goal of the brand messages is to deliver information, talk about the values and promote
its image through original angles.
The shock advertising strategy has been explained through the purchasing circumstances and
the buyer behavior that are two important theories to understand how the brand is creating
their shocking messages and how they are targeting their consumers.
The information processing model; a theory about the consumer behaviors, defined by
Solomon, Bamossy and al as “the study of the processes involved when individuals or groups
select, purchase, use or dispose of products, services, ideas or experiences to satisfy needs and
desires.” (Solomon, Bamossy and al. 2006, p.6) has been discussed to understand shock
advertising issues.

Regarding this, it has been interested to study the generation Y behaviors regarding shock
advertising and more especially the French generation Y, because this country is
unfortunately often exposed to common behaviors that are often dealt in shock advertising
such as smoking, drinking, etc.

In that way, an issue can be rose: what is the French generation Y behavior when facing shock
advertising?

To do so, the evolution and actual situation of shock advertising and the links with the
generation Y will be studied through the theories mentioned previously, and then the method
of the qualitative study will be set out as well as the analysis of the study’s results in the last
part.
In favor of this research, we decided to delimitate our study to shock advertising that is
supported by theories we mentioned previously to answer to our research question. We chose
not to study theories related to the amount of time spend by the consumer to analyze the
advert he was looking at. We also didn’t use theories based on the environment where the
advert has been watched since it is not really relevant with the research question we studied.
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Frame of references

Shock advertising theory
Shock advertising through the processing model

According to the processing model which will be mentioned later, a communication pass
through 5 steps: exposure, attention, comprehension, acceptance and retention. Regarding this
model, Darren W. Dahl, Kristina D. Frankenbeger, Rajesh V. Manchanda argues that
shocking stimuli should enhance message retention. Here, any object or content that is not
expected create surprise. (Stiensmeier-Pelster, Martini and Reisenzein, 1995).
Surprise is a main part of the process because this is the initiation of the processing of
advertising information, catch attention to the novel stimulus or event (Meyer, Niepel,
Rudolph, and Schötzwohl, 1991).

Regarding this, the process is the exposure to shock advertisement that is characterized by
norm violation/unexpectedness that creates surprise. Then, the surprise caused by shock
advertising will cause certain attention, comprehension, elaboration, retention and behavior
for the generation Y audience.
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Provocation characteristics and effects with shock advertising
For Vezina and Paul, provocation objectives in advertising are to make consumers aware
about the brand. It can have positive and negative effects: the memorization of the brand or
the change of behavior about the brand (Vezina and Paul, 1997).

Here is, for the authors, some messages which uses provocation:

-

Adverts which does not mention the product

-

When the objectives are not to mention the benefits for consumers

-

If the needs or consumer’s values are not directly linked the product

Provocation implies difference, ambiguity and the use of a taboo. At least two of the three
characteristics need to be presented.

Difference is essential for provocation because is create strong reactions among the audience.
However, the risk is that the audience got use to certain provocation. Therefore, the goal is to
innovate and be original.

Difference cannot be provoked by itself, ambiguity is needed. It is defined by the lack of
clarity to communicate or evaluate the product or the brand.
Ambiguity let several interpretations, different concerning the persons.

The taboo is a subject generally avoided in conversations, each society got its own. They
generate strong reaction when they are used in adverts.
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Communication theories
The Jackobson Model

The Jackobson model develops a reflection about the message in the verbal communication.
Here, there are 6 factors: the sender, the message, the receiver, the context, the code and the
contact.
The message implies an encoding and decoding process, the contact is the physical and
psychological link between the sender and the receiver. (Lendrevie, Brochand 2004)

There is a function for each factor (Lendrevie, Brochand 2004):

- The expressive function: the sender is informed about the character of the receiver: what
does he think about the sender and his critics, i.e. in the communication crisis.
- The conative function will force the sender to have an influence on the receiver (making him
listening, act…).
- The phatic function is linked with the contact and permits to catch the contact attention.
- The “metalinguistic function” occurs when the exchange deals with the code.
- “Referential” function: this function is oriented toward the context, because the message will
depend on it.
- Poetic function: this function deals with the form of the message with expressive
characteristics.
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Brand Content

Olivier Atlmann (co-Chair of Publicis) defines the Brand content as “an exchange between
brands which build an emotional relationship with its target who do not perceive a
commercial pressure”. So as to understand this theory, here is an abstract of a study realized
in April 2013 by Limelight-Consulting, based on the opinion of the first 100 advertisers and
their partners in France.
Several results of the study permit to know the interest and the advertiser’s motivations about
the using of the brand content:
- 82% think that their Brand Content operations need to be inside the communication plan to
complete the other actions and cannot replace advertising. Only 25% give a major role to the
Brand Content and must be in the long-term company’s strategy.

For a large part of the advertisers, the most adopted communication systems for Brand
Content are the short movies, the web-series, and the short events.
The Brand Content is often used by the advertisers in order to improve their brand culture. In
this strategy, the sales results are less important. That is why the Brand Content is not an
aggressive and intrusive push strategy. Here, the brand image is highlighted.
That way, 83% of the advertisers said the engagement is the main value-added of the Brand
Content, followed by the interactivity, and in the last position the utility of the information.

In consequences, three main objectives of The Brand Content for the advertisers are: improve
the brand culture, reinforce the brand preference and the customer’s loyalty. In addition, the
advertising pushes forward the idea for the choice of their partners. Here, the idea matters
more than the content.
Nicolas Bordas refute what 82% of advertisers think: Brand Content cannot replace
advertising. He argues the Brand Content has to include all the parts of the brand.
First, the author shows lots of marketers make a mistake between “Branded Content”, which
only use partnerships so as to reinforce the brand image, and “Brand Content”
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Purchasing behavior theories
Purchasing circumstances

The consumer behavior varies with situations. The purchasing circumstances include all the
specific factors to a place or a period of observation, which is not caused by explicit factors to
a consumer or product attributes that have a systematic and observable effect on their
behavior.
The circumstances concerning the use of a product, purchase or exposure to media are
particularly interesting for the marketing manager.
Matrices of product-use analysis are very useful for example to study the market
segmentation, brand positioning or to detect the opportunity to create new products.
These situations can be analyzed using five objective or perceived characteristics (R.W.Belk,
1975):

The consumer previous statements
It concerns his mood (state of anxiety, degree of excitement), mood (anxiety state, degree of
excitation), current conditions (fatigue, illness, money available ...).
For example, being in a good mood encourages changes in consumer attitudes.

The physical environment
It focuses on the apparent characteristics of a situation and concerns the geographical
location, the decor, sound, odor, lighting, temperature, product configuration or any
surrounding equipment brand studied.
For instance, the musical environment, individual preferences, familiarity with the music and
its structure affects the process of decision making. Slow tempo music reduces traffic and thus
increases the sales volume of the store (C.Whan Park, et.al, 1989).
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Time perspective
The time available to make purchases influences the purchasing behavior. Availability in low
time among consumers induced rebranding and more frequently unplanned purchases than
when the time pressure is not felt. Time pressure can be objectively determined, for example
by expressing it in units of time (day, season, time). It can also be subjectively determined, for
instance, in relation to a past or future event (time since last purchase).

The social environment
It concerns the absence or presence of third persons, their characteristics (parents, friends and
so on), their apparent role (sellers or not), the interaction between those present people into
the social group. The social environment affects the making purchasing decision. This was
particularly highlighted during the decision-making process in the family or in the study
reference groups.

Defining roles and their characteristics
The goal of a purchase can radically alter the buying decision process and outcome (e.g.,
buying a product for personal use or for another family member or to be offered as a gift).
If you consider buying for a gift, it increases consumer involvement and the number of
sources of information consulted in the store (at the expense of external information sources
of the store) (P.L.Dubois, A.Jolibert, 2005).
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Buyer behavior
There are four broad social factors that play a key role in influencing what people buy
(P.Doyle, et.al, 2006).
-

Cultural factors. The products people buy and how they respond to communications are
heavily influenced by their culture, nationality, religion, race, location and social class.

-

Social factors. Attitudes and behavior are also influenced by reference groups, family role
and status in society.

-

Personal factors. Buying decisions are also influenced by individual factors. The most
important of these are the person’s age, occupation, income, personality and lifestyle.

-

Psychological factors. Psychological factors have a major influence on the perceptual
process. The most widely quoted theory of motivation in marketing has been Maslow’s
hierarchy of needs. Maslow postulated that an individual’s needs are satisfied in order of
importance. The most basic needs are psychological needs. Once these are satisfied, an
individual tries to meet the other needs; these are in turn safety, social needs, esteem and
finally self-actualization needs (self-development and realization). In affluent western
societies marketers would assume that esteem and self-actualization are common needs
affecting product and brand choices.

You can distinguish 5 different buying roles:
-

Initiator – the person who first suggests buying the product or service.

-

Influencer – a person who advises on the buying decision

-

Decider – a person who makes the choice on a component of the buying decision: whether
to buy, what to buy, how to buy it, or where to buy it from.

-

Buyer – the person who makes the actual purchase

-

User – the person who uses the product (the consumer)
Link between theories and the generation Y

Generation Y is aware of the communication’s codes and is over-exposed to advertising
because households are large consumers of media on three screens: television, computer,
mobile. Therefore, they show a certain indifference to conventional advertising. To convince
them to trust on the advertising message, it is necessary to catch them, play with the codes.
(Nicolas Picand, 2007, p48.)
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That is why it can be argued that Generation Y is sensitive to shock advertising, because
«Difference» is one of the main characteristic of shock advertising (Merhi, 2003).
This is essential for provocation, because it permits to be different and make people react to
the proposals (Vézina and Paul, 1997).

Brands rarely take the risk to shock the under-50 housewife to appeal to young. That way,
provocative advertising are often made for brands that targets young people, that is to say the
Y. (Nicolas Picand, 2007)

The information processing model
The information processing model explains consumer behavior towards a message. This
model depicts the process by which the messages are «received, interpreted, stored in the
memory and retrieved by the consumer.
Here is the 5 stages of the information processing model developed by William McGuire:

“Presentation” represents for McGuire the persuasive message. For the author, the message
cannot persuade people if they ignore it. “Attention” is the next step. Then, so as to be
influence in terms of attitude, the message needs to be understood, this is the
“comprehension” step. McGuire defines acceptance as “Yielding”. To finish, “retention is to
what extend attitude change last.
«Personal» and «stimulus» are the two types of determinants that affect attentions. Personal
determinants are defined as individual characteristics, i.e. motivation, adaption and attitudes.

Stimulus determinants represent characteristics and imagery of communication. They are used
in communication so as to compete for the attention of the customers.

Information processing research suggests that imagery plays an important role in influencing
responses to communications and behavior of the consumer. Imagery is a conceptually
distinct way of representing information to the consumer on an emotional and visual level.
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According to information processing research, imagery plays a major role, because of
influencing responses to communications and behavior of the consumer. Imagery is a way to
represent information to the consumer on an emotional and visual stage. (Blackwell, et.all,
1990).

The information persuasion matrix (McGuire, 2001)
Input:

1. Source: demographics, credibility, attractiveness etc.
2. Message: Appeal, organization, style etc.
3. Channel: Type of media used, i.e. television.
4. Receiver: Demographics, social/psychological factors.
5. Destination: Immediacy/ Delay; prevention / cessation

Output:

1. Turning in: exposure to the message
2. Attending: paying attention to the message
3. Liking: liking and being interested in the message
4. Comprehending: understanding the message
5. Generating: related cognitions
6. Acquiring: Gaining the appropriate skills to act on the message
7. Agreeing: Agreeing the message is correct
8. Storing: Saving the message to memory
9. Retrieval: Retrieval of the message form memory when needed
10. Decision: Acting on the message
11. Acting: performing in action
12. Post-action: integration of the action into behavior
13. Converting Advising others to behave likewise
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Links between theories and the French
generation Y
“Generation Y is aware of the communication’s codes and is over-exposed to advertising
because households are large consumers of media on three screens: television, computer,
mobile. Therefore, they show a certain indifference to conventional advertising. To convince
them to trust on the advertising message, it is necessary to catch them, play with the codes”
(Nicolas Picand, 2007, p48).

That is why it can be argued that Generation Y is sensitive to shock advertising, because
«difference» is one of the main characteristic of shock advertising (Merhi, 2003).
This is essential for provocation, because it permits to be different and make people react to
the proposals (Vézina and Paul, 1997).

Brands rarely take the risk to shock the under-50 housewife to appeal to young. That way,
provocative advertising are often made for brands that targets young people, that is to say the
Y (Nicolas Picand, 2007).

Buyer Behavior & the French Generation Y:
Technology is the major influencer of the French Generation Y’s buying behavior. It
influences how they find and compare products, as well as how they get their products.
The prevalence of technology for this generation has led to many of their behaviors such as
multitasking, their craving for immediacy, and belief that the products should be tailored to
them (A.Hughes, 2008).

The French generation Y craves immediacy from the companies that they buy from. This is
because they are accustomed to getting what they want when they want it, largely a byproduct
of the indulgent parenting from the Baby Boomer generation, who wanted to give their
children everything that they didn’t get as children (A.Hughes, 2008).
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When a company does something that they may not like, whether it is product related or not,
the members of this generation will move on to the next product or brand. They have brand
awareness, but not brand loyalty (A.Hughes, 2008). This is why the French generation Y may
be influenced by shock advertising, deciding to buy a product because of a shocking content
or conversely not buying it.

According to an Edelman survey, more than 80 percent of opinion leaders will not purchase
products or services from a company that they do not trust (R. Laermer, M. Simmons, 2007).

Generation Y is more likely than any previous generation to look up information before
purchasing a product (D.French, 2005).

Members of the French generation Y will often buy products that they know that their peers
will accept because it makes them feel as though they are part of the group (A.Hughes, 2008).

The French generation Y behavior through the brand content theory:
It can be supposed that the shock advertising reinforce the relationship between the French’s
Y and the brands who use it because of brand content strategies. As it was seen before, brand
content is used so as not to be aggressive in a commercial way, highlight the image of the
brand more than the characteristics of the product or the service.

For this generation, the need to belong is stronger than the generations before (Picand, 2007).
This is why the fact that the French generation Y is receptive about the shock advertising
because of the brand content strategy would be a hypothesis.
One of the examples of shock advertising towards brand content is the Benetton campaigns:
one of them show pictures of political personalities kissing each other: Nicolas Sarkozy with
Angela Merkel (figure 1), Barack Obama with Hun Jin Tao… Here, the Benetton products are
not mentioned, not described: Benetton is only promoting its image: an iconoclast brand who
is not afraid of transgressing taboo.
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Some shock appeals defined by Darren W. Dahl, et.al, 2003. (“Does It Pay to Shock?
Reactions to Shocking and Non-shocking Advertising Content among University Students.
«Journal of Advertising Research”) can be used in shock advertising.

Let’s suppose how the French generation Y react to each shock appeal:

Disgusting images
«References to blood, body parts or secretions, orifices, especially urinary/fecal, gases odors,
disease, parasites, bodily harm...» (Darren W. Dahl, et.al, 2003).

This shock appeals is often used in preventive messages, in order to create disgust and to
prevent the target to adopt or still doing a dangerous behavior.

Two hypotheses could be made regarding the French generation Y behaviors to this shock
appeal: the first is the refusal to do something showed as unpleasant. They can be sensitive to
advertisings that show what is bad for them.
One shock advertising campaign against smoking called “tips from former smokers” (link 2)
has showed quantifiable effects towards the audience: according to the CDCP (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention), 100 000 persons would have stopped smoking after
watching the adverts.
Regarding, this, the goal will be to demonstrate if the French generation Y would change their
addictive behaviors if they saw shock adverts with disgusting images.

The second is: is the right audience exposed to disgusting images of shock advertising? That
is to say, a study realized in the USA has shown that only 32% of smokers have read about
the dangers of smoking cigarettes, whereas 60% of non-smokers have not. This mechanism is
called “perceptual defense” (Jean-Jacques Lambin, 2007)
That is why the use of fear emotions in shock advertising can be ineffective because the
people concerned by the message can be afraid to be exposed to disgusting images.
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Sexual references:

“References to masturbation, implied sexual acts, sexually suggestive nudity or partial
nudity”. (Darren W. Dahl, et.al, 2003).
The first supposition could be that the sexual references no longer shock the French
generation Y audience, notably because sex is not a taboo for this generation:
for example, people from the French generation Y can be exposed to pornographic content at
any time, for free and unlimited, all of this have impact on behaviors (Jacqueline Delange,
2013), such as not being shock by a sexual content in an advertising.

In shock advertising, the sex object role for women is recurrent. This is happening when
Dolce&Gabbana (figure 2) show a woman is laid and surrounded by 5 men, in a suggestive
position. In an advert of the brand Melting Pot (figure 3), a man is beginning to put off his
clothed in front of three women transformed into toys in a carousel.

Moreover, some researches show that women are more sensitive than men to stereotype roles
(Lull, Hanson, & Marx, 1977).
That is why it could be supposed that women react negatively to stereotyped sex roles in
shock advertising.

Vulgarity:
“References to crude or distasteful acts by humans or animals, such as nose picking, farting,
licking, humping” (Darren W. Dahl, et.al, 2003).

Religious taboos:
«Inappropriate use of spiritual or religious symbols and/or rituals» (Darren W. Dahl, et.al,
2003).
For the both of these shock appeals, Generation Y could wonder why advertisers are using
these kind of appeals, because generation Y can also be seen as «Generation why» (Nicolas
Picand, 2011): therefore, it can be argued that people from Generation Y want to understand
the use of what they see.
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Regarding religion taboos appeals, it could be assumed that the generation Y is no longer
shocked by the appearance of blasphemy in shock adverts. In France, it can be explained by
the fact that almost one out of two (49%) people from the generation Y define itself as nonbelievers or agnostic (Dominique Reynié, 2011). Moreover, some French people from the
generation Y declare they do not want to transmit a religious education to their future
children. That way, all of these facts could explain that generation Y would not be shocked by
shock adverts where religions are mocked.

Moral offensiveness:
“Harming innocent people/animals, gratuitous violence or sex, alluding people or objects that
provoke violence, violating standards for fair behaviors, putting children in provocative
situations” (Darren W. Dahl, et.al, 2003).

The moral offensiveness is often used to target a behavior that can be recurrent for people
from the generation Y. For example, the consuming of junk food is common for generation Y,
and some junk food are controverted because of its palm oil content.
That is why a Greenpeace ad has shown Kit Kat bars changed by monkey fingers, so as to
show the consequences of deforestation caused by palm oil (link 1)

The shock advertising is often unveiling something implicit through a metaphoric way. For
example a controverted shock advertising of a Tom Ford’s fragrance for men: it is showed a
naked woman in a suggestive position who hide its vagina with a bottle of the fragrance.
Here, the message is no longer implicit: the use of the fragrance will give sexual pleasure to
women. (figure 4)

The metaphors are commonly used to show explicitly the narrow-known effects of some
behaviors. For instance, the advertising about the palm oil we mentioned before shows
monkey’s fingers that represents chocolate bars. Here the moral offensiveness appeal is used
to shock and to show that eating some food with palm oil content can be dangerous for some
animal’s lives.

It can be supposed that the advertisings that uses several shock appeals are the most efficient
to gain the attention of the generation Y. For example, one of the AIDS campaigns has shown
20

a man making live with a scorpion (figure 5). Here, we can highlight that the sexual reference
is combined by disgusting images (the disgust of having sexual acts with an insect which can
hurt) and impropriety appeals with the zoophilic character of the scene. All of those shocking
characteristics are made to make explicit the consequences of dangerous sexual behavior
(unprotected for example).

On those kinds of advertisings, we can suppose the need for advertisers to transform
behaviors which have long-term consequences into behaviors that have immediate and bad
consequences, especially for the Generation Y who get use to have everything immediately.
That is why the Black Eyed Peas call this generation “Generation Now: the generation of the
instantaneity (Nicolas Picand, 2007).

That way, it can be easily seen that the advertising against cigarettes often shows the physical
effect of smoking, whereas these effects appears many years after adopting this behavior. That
way, advertising has shown two children getting smothered by bags made by the smoke of the
cigarette, an explicit way to show the long-term consequences of passive smoking (figure 6).
Shock advertising may be easier to memorize and influence generation Y’s behaviors, such as
preventive campaigns that pay attention to convince its audience to change its mind or
behaviors (Bryant and Zillman, 1994, Pfau and Parrott, 1993, Rice and Atkin, 1994).

That way, Matt Williams argues that shock advertisement is efficient because “The message
they are conveying is printed in person’s consciousness so deeply that he is eventually forced
to act upon it” (Muhammad Bilal Javed, Hareem Zeb, 2011)
Regarding this, shock advertising is supposed to work because emotions and fear are
targeted.
Let’s analyze how the generation Y can react to shock advertising through the factors of the
Jackobson’s model mentioned before. Several adverts will be taken in example.
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The conative function: shock advertising catch generation Y’s attention through the shock
appeals described before: disgusting images, sexual reference, profanity/obesity, moral
offensiveness, religion taboo, impropriety.
In the advert of Green Peace denouncing Kit Kat (link1), disgusting images (bloody harmed
finger) and moral offensiveness (harming a monkey) are used

The phatic function: the generation Y is sensible when shock advertising is talking about a
subject that concerns them.
For cigarette adverts, cigarette is a subject that concerns the generation Y because there are
40% of French between 16 and 25 years who smoke cigarettes regularly (source CNCT)

The metalinguistic function: the codes used in the message have to be understood by the
generation Y: in the advert of Benetton (figure 7), the colors of the parrot and the zebra are
representing diversity.

Referential function: this function deals with the context: if the situation that is showing a
shock advertising could happen to a people from the generation Y, therefore the generation
Y’s audience could be sensitive to the shock appeal of the advertising mentioned in the
conative function.

For the video (link 1), people from the French generation Y could recognize themselves in
this situation: eating a Kit Kat during a break.

Poetic function: here, the characteristic of the message matters. For the advert (figure 21), the
message is a metaphor that shows the tobacco addiction as slavery, represented to a forced
fella.
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During this focus group, we will try to prove or disprove the following hypothesizes:

H1: Shock advertising changes the French generation Y behaviors.

The main purpose of this focus group was to analyze, through our chosen theories, the French
generation Y’s behaviors when facing shock advertising.

H2: Women are more sensible to sexual references in shock advertising than men regarding
the French generation Y.

So as to understand the consumer attitudes, we wanted to know if French women are more
sensible than French men to sexual references into shock adverts. For that purpose, we linked
their behaviors with the previous theories about shock advertising and the purchasing
behavior theories.

H3: Advertising is shocking the French generation Y concerning the gap between the content
of this ad and the values and norms of the society.
Through this hypothesis, our objective is to understand if nowadays, the French generation Y
sees a link between the content of an advert and the values and norms we are living with.
We decided to show them a unique message: the role of the women into the society.

H4: French generation Y sees shock advertising as more effective than other types of
advertising.

In order to understand how is working shock advertising, we established this hypothesis. We
thought that it should be relevant to see if the French generation Y is more convinced by
shock advertising than by others form of advertising.
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Methodology

Why choosing a qualitative study?

The goal is to understand the generation Y behaviors towards the shock advertising. To do so,
it could better to build a qualitative study, because it permits to understand a particular
situation whereas a quantitative study is useful to quantify data and analyze them through
statistics. (N.Malhorta, 2011, p.92). Moreover, it is difficult to obtain answers to question who
appeals to unconscious, i.e. because of the reason, the ego. In this case, the qualitative studies
permit to obtain the right information (N.Malhorta, 2011, p.95) because the participants can
explain their answers, go deeper in their reflections.

Why the focus group method can respond to our aim?
In an article called «Qualitative research», Jenny Kitzinger defines the focus group as «a form
or group interview that capitalizes on communication between research participants in order
to generate data» (Jenny Kitzinger, 29 July 1995, p.299). That way, the authors explains that
the major of the focus group is to exploit group interaction, instead of only collecting people’s
data simultaneously, which occurs in the group interviews.

Here, the people who participate to the focus group, in addition to respond to the questions
asked, have to talk between each other: asking their own questions, sharing their anecdotes,
experiences and point of view (Jenny Kitzinger, 1994, 16, 103-21).

Following this, the focus group provides a list of ideas about one topic, structured results
which can be analyzed and make the people strongly implied. (P.L Dubois, A. Jolibert, 2005,
p. 117)
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That is why the focus group is an ideal tool to respond to our aim, because the focus group is
not only made to analyzing what people think but how and why they think in this manner.
That way, the focus group method suits to our aim because the Generation Y behaviors
regarding shocking advertising will be analyzed, through several questions such as why and
how they think about this topic. Furthermore, contrary to the classical interviews, the focus
groups permit to assist to an expression of ideas into a particular social context (J. Kitzinger,
I. Markovà, N. Kalampalikis, psychology bulletin of psychology, vol.57, May-June 2004), a
conversation between people from the generation Y in this case.

Moreover, at the beginning the main function of the focus group was to examine the effects of
films and television programs, and analyze health education messages the understanding of
health behaviors (Merton R, Fisk M, P.Kendall).
The focused interview: a report of the bureau of applied social research. New York: Columbia
University, 1956). All of this will be a part of our focus group content which will be
developed next.

In addition, the content and the subject will be approached during the focus group must be
taboo since it will deal with shock advertising. That way, the focus group method is a good
way to facilitate the discussions about taboo subjects, because the less inhibited participants
will encourage the other participants to talk and exchange (J. Kitzinger, I. Markovà, N.
Kalampalikis, psychology bulletin of psychology, vol.57, p.241, May-June 2004

Here are the advantages of the focused group compared to a one-to-one interview: it
encourages participation from the people who do not really want to be interviewed on their
own ((Jenny Kitzinger, 29 July 1995, p.300). The focus group is factor of synergy, which
produce to a large amount of information which is not possible within individual interviews.
Following this, a snow ball effect occurs when participants ‘comments provoke additional
participants’ reactions.
In addition, one the ice is broken; the participants generally expose their thought easily. The
spontaneity is also a major advantage of the focus group: since the focus group do not require
structured questions, the participants can give spontaneous answers, without being really
precise.
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Course of the focus group
To manage the focus group, we chose to learn from the focus group method of J.D Claxton,
R. Brent Jr and J.L Zaichkowsky from «The Nominal Group Technique: Its Potential for
Consumer Research» (Journal Of Consumer Research, 7, 3, p.308-313) explained by P.L
Dubois and A. Jolibert (Marketing: Fondements et Pratique, 2005, p. 117).

That way, the course of the focus group will be:

- Showing to the participants the topic which will be discussed and asking them to think about
it

- The participants are encouraged to react about the ideas of each persons and can add
additional ideas.

- So as to running well the group during the study, several characteristics must be required
(Jenny Kitzinger, 29 July 1995, p.301):

- Comfortable settings, refreshments and a round table so as to be sat in a circle
- The right group size must be between 8 and 12 people:
- The duration is supposed to be around 2 hours: this time is needed to establish
communication between participants so as they can explain their opinions, feelings, ideas...
(N. Malhorta, 2011, p.97)

The role of the organizers
The role of the organizers is crucial in the focus group. They have to decide when it is good to
intervene or not. The organizers are supposed to encourage the group, motivate it and try not
to control what the participants are saying. They must explain the principal rules, such as
talking between each other and not only to the organizers.
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Usually, the organizers have prepared several questions and suggestions so as to begin
discussions. A common exercise consists to show some items (picture, sentences, videos,
etc.) (J. Kitzinger, I. Markovà, N. Kalampalikis, bulletin de psychologie, vol.57, p.242, maijuin 2004)

How we will analyze?
The focus group has to be recorded in order to be analyzed. The organizers can be helped by
the notes of the participants as well. The analysis of a focus group is based on the
participants’ interactions. (J. Kitzinger, I. Markovà, N. Kalampalikis, bulletin de psychologie,
vol.57, p.242, mai-juin 2004)

Content of the focus group.
First, we will first ask the participants what is shock advertising for them: how they can define
it, if they have already been exposed to it and if they have already changed their behaviors
thanks to shock advertising.

Then, we will show some adverts towards videos and pictures, through topics where shock
advertising is often used:

- Deforestation (link 1)
- Calling while driving ( figure 16, 17, 18)
- Being drunk while driving (figure 8, 26)
- Breast cancer (link 4, figure 27)
- Smoking cigarettes ( link 2, figure 19, 20, 21, 22)
- Domestic violence (link 5, figure 23, 24, 25)
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In addition, others adverts will be shown so as to deal with all the shock appeals mentioned
before:

- Adverts with sexual references (figure 2, 4, 12, 13, 14, 15)
- Adverts with religion taboos (figure 1, 28, 29)
- Benetton adverts: religion taboos, moral offensiveness, impropriety... ( figure 1, 7, 10)

All these topics and shock appeals will be illustrated by adverts. One of our objectives will be
to see how generation Y reacts with each shock appeals mentioned before, and last, if there
are differences among men and women about it.

To do so, we will ask the participants to give a mark to some adverts, each advert is
representing a shock appeal:

Advert A (link 1): Moral offensiveness
Advert B (figure 22): Disgusting images
Advert C (figure 4): Sexual reference
Advert D (figure 9): Vulgarity
Advert E (figure 1): Religion taboo

The other objective will be to verify whether the shock advertising is the most efficient
technique to make Generation Y aware about something and/or to change their behaviors. To
do so, we will show to participant non shocking adverts and shocking adverts, in order to ask
them to compare them and say which adverts are the most convincing. In addition, the
participants will evaluate the effectiveness of several adverts through two topics:

- Calling during driving (chart 1)
- Smoking cigarettes (chart 2)
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During the focus group, three experiences will be made:

Experience n°1
Some Kit-Kat chocolate bars will be distributed to each participant. It will be asked to them
not to eat them before watching a video (link 1); the participants do not know yet the content
of it). The video is an advert of Greenpeace that denounce Nestle that is contributing of the
Indonesian deforestation. In this video, we are in an office, watching a man trashing paper. An
annoying and exhausting work as it seems. So, it is time for “have a break, have a Kit Kat”
All is looking like if we were in Nestlé’s ad but when the man open his Kit Kat and begins to
eat it, blood is throw all over is desk and on his keyboard.
The slogan of this shock advertise is “give the orang-utan a break …” Greenpeace highlights
the fact that Nestle is putting palm oil into its products and to get this oil, they are contributing
of the deforestation of the tropical forests.
It will permit to see if the participants still want to eat Kit Kat after being exposed to a shock
advertising which says that consuming Kit Kat is bad, and to verify if the participants could
change their behaviors after watching a shock advertisement which express disapproval of it.
It will enable as well to see if the Generation Y is sensitive to disgusting images and moral
offensiveness shock appeals, and if they influence their behaviors.

Experience n°2
At the end of the first hour, a break will be given. Before the break, two adverts will be shown
(link 2):

The first is about Terrie, a woman of 51 years old, an old smoker.
This woman is giving us tips about her new life. After a long smoking life, she has to deal
with many problems that occurred because of this dependence to cigarette. In the morning,
when she has to wake up, she has to put her teeth, then her wig and then her hands-free
device. Indeed, she has a hole in her throat to help her to brief. The video is finishing by the
slogan “smoking causes immediate damage to your body” In this video, we see this women
damaged by smoking and which has now to live with important handicap.
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The second advert is about the same topic (link 3): Marie, who is living with Buerger’s
disease, is explaining that at the beginning she had troubles to walk, then she had hacks to her
muscles and went to a doctor that told her that she had blood clots that brought her to another
doctor that diagnostic her Buerger’s disease.
She is like this for over 17 years and she still has to very careful because “today or tomorrow
[she] can lose another finger”
It is a very painful disease and an ongoing disease.
She says that for the first 3 years, she wasn’t living, she just existed. She was saying to
herself:
“do you want this pain or do you want to lay, do you want this pain or do you want your
finger?”
She was thinking please just cut what you have to cut.
She chose to smoke, but now with all the information that we have today, if she knew, her
choice will be much different.
In this video, we see this woman that lost all her fingers and has been amputated from her two
legs.
Such as the first one, the objective of this experience is to verify if the behaviors of people
from the generation Y (smoking during breaks) can be affected thanks to shocking adverts.

Experience n°3

Then, the last experience will be done at the end of the focus group: after being exposed to
advertising content and debate about shock advertising, the participants will be asked to make
their own adverts, through a new topic: the domestic violence (link 5).
During ten minutes, the participants of the focus group will be spited in 2 teams: the men of
one side and the women in the other side, so as to see if there are differences between them.
Then, they will have to explain the content of their adverts.
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The objective will be to see what kind of contents was privileged for adverts: shocking
appeals or others.

As we supposed it before, we saw that religion taboos is a shock appeal that do not shock the
French generation Y, with the adverts (figure 1 and 28).

Benetton
Several adverts from Benetton will be shown in order to see if the participants can define the
brand image and the values of Benetton. It will also permit us to see the brand content impact
towards the French generation Y. (figure 1, 7, 10)
Nowadays, most of the French generation Y heard about Benetton’s campaign and many
stored opened in France.
That is why we decided to take this example to prove or disprove questions we wanted to
answer in this research.
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Empirical Data
For some participants, shock advertising is made to create a buzz, for some others shock
advertising is to send a message, make people aware about something.
“Brand who use shock advertising will not change my behavior, whereas preventive message
showed towards shock advertising will”.

Brands that use shock advertising create polemics. Everybody can agree with preventive
message who.
But there is a short-term effect. During few times, members from the French Generation Y
will be influenced by preventive shock advertising.
All the participants agreed to say shock advertising catch the attention, do not let indifferent,
especially when it is about grave subjects.

Kit Kat experience
After seeing the Green peace’s advertising about Kit Kat, participants were more surprised
than shocked (link 1).
“The surprise was: it seemed to be a real Kit Kat pub”.

The participants were no reluctant to eat their Kit Kat after the shock advert. Some participant
said they were upset about this shocking angle:
“The shock advertising is too much used, so we do not remember all the adverts using shock
we see”.
“I remember more an original Nike advert than a shocking advert”.

Here, the participants criticized the advert content, which was seen as not efficient:
“This advert is over-exaggerated, so there is a lack of credibility”.
“The message is not efficient because the advert make us aware about how bad is Kit Kat,
instead of to say: check if products contain palm oil before buying them.”
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Calling while driving.
The participants found the advert (figure 16) more convincing regarding the message, “we see
they are in a car and that this situation is dangerous” than the advert (figure 17) “we do not
understand at the first time what about the advert is”.
However, the third advert was described as useless by the participants. They found the context
of the first advertising more intelligible than the second one:
“We do not understand the second one directly if we do not read the sentence (don’t call her
while she drives), whereas we see a scene with an argument between 2 men using their
phones in 2 cars, therefore we see at the first time the meaning of the advert”.
The advert (figure 18) had been seen as “useless” by all the participants because the message
didn’t retain at all their attention.

Being drunk while driving.
For the participants, the message is more effective with the advert (figure 26) even if the
advert (figure 8) was shocking “an advert does not have to be shocking to be efficient”.
Here, they talk spontaneously about the efficiency of the long-term preventive campaigns,
which are seen as easier to memorize than a shock advert that has been seen for the first time:
“The first advert is well known and are in lots of young drivers’ mind, it is efficient because it
is about long term”.
“We will forget the second one in ten minutes”. The credibility of the advert (figure 8) was
also discussed: “It looks like something fake; this person does not look like a real one”.

Breast cancer
About the breast cancer, the woman has seen the advert, figure 27, (the shocking one)
convinced more, whereas the men said the video, link 4, (the non-shocking one) was better.
On the one hand, the men said that the advert, link 4, was more convincing because it “shows
that women have not to be ashamed to do a screening”, on the other hand, woman preferred
the advert (figure 27) because “the disgusting pictures encourage us to do screening not to be
like this”.
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But it was also said that the advert with disgusting images as shock appeal just give the
feeling not to see the advert and, as a result, not being informed about the subject.
However, the advert, figure 27, was seen as very shocking. While we were discussing, one of
the participants said “can you hide the image please?”

Sex and vulgarity
The participants were not shocked by the sexual references and vulgarities used as shock
appeal in the adverts. However, the participants did not get the interest of putting this kind of
content in an advert:
“Who could feel like buying these brands’ products after watching these ads?”, “I do not
understand the link between swallowing a milk’s cow (figure 9) and Sisley”.

Concerning the comparison between the advert from the sixties (figure 11) and the adverts
using sexual references (figure 2, 4, 12, 13, 14 and 15), the participants have seen the advert
from the sixties as more shocking than the adverts with sexual references. “This advert from
the sixties could not be allowed today”, said some participants.

Cigarette experience
After being exposed to the videos of the shock advertising described before (link 2 and 3), a
majority of the participants said it was very shocking but they will rapidly forget the content.
“It’s been many years we know that smoking is bad, these advertising, however shocking it is,
will not change my mind”, said one participant.

When the participants had to compare the three others adverts about smoking (figure 19, 20,
21, 22), the second one (fig 20) was chosen as the most convincing.
“It easy to identify yourself to the advert because the grandmother could be ours, contrary to
the third ad where the two characters look like unreal”.
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Benetton
When we asked to the participants if regarding the several adverts of Benetton, they can
define the brand image and values, they said “diversity, equality”, and “transgressive”

For some participants, this shocking strategy of Benetton is not efficient because it is too
unpleasant, whereas some other participants noticed that “lots of people know Benetton
because of its shocking adverts”.

They also said if they did not know Benetton, they would have checked what the brand is
offering because the shocking character of the adverts is scheming.
Refer to figure 1, 7 and 10.

Religion taboos
Here, the participants were no shocked but skeptical about the use of this shock appeal (figure
1, 28, 29):
“I do not understand the link between this and coffee” said one participant. (Figure 28)
That way, the participants has seen the adverts with religion taboos as “inefficient” or “funny”.
For two participants, the use of blasphemy in these advert was disrespectful “all of this is
against religion principles and messages”

Domestic violence
We asked the participants to think about and advert they could make about the domestic
violence topic (link 5). They were separated in two groups (men and women were separated).
After 10 minutes of reflection, the group of women showed their ideas:

- First, the idea was to make a poster with lots of objects, with the number of time the object
were used to hit a husband or a wife, to make aware about the amount of blocks which were
given.
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- Second, the idea was an advertising spot were first the happiness of a wife and a husband
just married, and then the deterioration, with the husband who batter his wife, succeed to seek
forgiveness, etc. At the end of the video, we see all the injuries of the woman. Then the same
video is showed in reverse, till the beginning where the woman says “stop” because she
knows what is going to happen.

Then the group of men showed their ideas:

- First, a video showing a head with a right woman face and a left man face. During the video,
the two faces are damaged because of the knocks they get by their husband or their wife.
Here, the advert denounces both the violence regarding men and women.

- Second, a poster showing a vulgar husband sat in his couch, drinking beer while watching
football, with the sentence: “Mickael, 30 ans, living with a happy wife” and then, a welldressed business man with the sentence: “William, 30 ans, battering his wife every day”.
Here, the group of men wanted to show the appearances are deceptive.

The two groups concluded that it was not necessary to use shock advertising so as to
convince, make people aware about something.
That way, the two teams found the idea of the business man and the vulgar man successful
because it created surprise.

When we showed the 4 preventive adverts about domestic violence (figure 23, 24, 25), the
participants agreed to choose the first one (the video clip) as the most efficient “this is clear,
it easily project us what is going to happen in the future”, whereas the second one was seen as
“not original, easy to forget”. Regarding the third advert, (a businessman who batter his wife)
the participants said this advert was inefficient because the setting looks unreal: “it is
overplayed, it seems to be more closed to a fiction than something that could happen in real
life", said one participant.
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Analysis
Analysis of the focus group

Hypothesis 1:
Shock advertising changes the French generation Y behaviors.

After that the participants were exposed to the advert of Green Peace who condemned the
palm oil content of Kit Kat which provokes deforestation through shocking content, we
argued that shock advertising is not always efficient to change Generation Y’s behaviors. That
is to say, all the participants ate their Kit Kat chocolate bars, even if eating it was showed as
disgusting images in the advert. Even if a minority of participant’s smokers has smoked a
cigarette after watching the shock advert about the dangerous effects of smoking cigarette, the
shocking content was described as inefficient in the long term.

Regarding the reactions of the participants towards these two experiences, shock advertising
was not enough to change Generation Y’s behaviors if it was not shown in the long term with
a clear message. Regarding the Kit Kat advert, the participants found the characteristics of the
shocking advert not efficient because they had the feeling that the advert targeted only Kit
Kat, not all the products with palm oil content such as for instance Nutella.

However, we observed that the French generation Y’s behaviors could react negatively to
some shock appeals and be influenced by shock advertising. For example, they did not
understand the content of the adverts using sexual reference, vulgarity or religion taboos as
shock appeals; therefore they did not get the interest to buy the product, as it was said in the
empirical data part.
Concerning the Benetton’s adverts, their behaviors has been influenced as well: The
participants’ reactions to the Benetton showed that Generation Y could be sensitive to the
brand content, since they easily succeeded to define the Benetton’s brand image thanks to its
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adverts. As it was demonstrated by Vezina and Paul, the use of provocation can have negative
effects under the brand, such as we seen it in the empirical data where the participants said
they did not want to by these products because of the negative opinion they had relative to its
adverts. The reaction of the French participants has confirmed the brand awareness of the
French generation Y.
We noticed that shock advertising had not long-term effects on French people from the
generation Y.
As we saw in the empirical data, the participants said they will rapidly forget the shock
character of the cigarette adverts. Moreover, when they had to compare the two adverts about
being drunk while driving, the review was the same: the participants judged a non-shocked
long-term campaign as more efficient to change their generation’s behaviors than a short-term
and shocking one.
Furthermore, we observed that with the breast cancer advert with disgusting images were not
really efficient, since some participants found it too disgusting to watch it (the chart 3 showed
this shock appeal as the most shocking for the participants). That way, what empirical data
showed, (participants who do not want to look at the disgusting advert) confirmed the
mechanism of perceptual defense we seen: the refusal to be exposed to some preventive
messages.

Hypothesis 2:
Women are more sensible to sexual references in shock advertising than men regarding
the French generation Y.

When participants were exposed to adverts with sexual references, it was observed that the
average of men and women answers was homogeny. However, the main difference occurred
for the shock appeal “sexual references”. As we supposed it before, the results showed that
French people from the Generation Y are not really shocked by adverts using sexual
references. Nevertheless, as we noticed it, women were more sensitive to the images of the
women showed in the adverts.
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Therefore, these results do not confirm completely our hypothesis n°2, because women are
not really shocked by sexual references in adverts, even if they are more sensitive than men to
it.

Hypothesis 3:
Advertising is shocking the French generation Y concerning the gap between the content
of this ad and the values and norms of the society.

Concerning the comparison between the old generation’s adverts and the actual shocking
adverts with sex references, our hypothesis n°3 that saw one of the shock advertising
principles as a gap between the norms, values of an actual society and the content of the
advert became true.
That is to say, the participants declared unanimously that the advert from the sixties was more
shocking than the adverts that were using sexual references as shock appeal, whereas the first
advert was not shocking at all during the sixties.
It proves that advert content can be defined as shocking because of the gap between what is
showed and what is seen as the norm in the actual society. Here, the participants were more
shocked by the woman who obeyed to his husband than the women who was in front of men
in a suggestive position.

Hypothesis 4:
French generation Y see shock advertising more efficient than types of advertising

Here, our hypothesis was disproved: in the most of the cases, participants from the French
Generation Y said they were more convinced by a non-shocked advert than a shocking advert.
It can be explained by the fact that the participants get use to see this kind of shock advert that
confirmed what Vezina and Paul said: advertisers need to be innovative because the audience
is used to see certain provocations.
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When participants were asked to compare the efficiency of 4 different preventive adverts
about smoking cigarettes, giving a mark for each one, the chart 2 shows that a non-shocking
advert (fig 20) was elected as the most efficient. Here, the referential function of the
Jackobson’s model was right and has shown us, as it was supposed before; the French
generation Y was sensitive to an advert if they can identify themselves to the context, the
situation of the advert.
Here, the participants found the advert more efficient than the shocking one (fig 22), because
the person in this advert looked like unreal, whereas they easily could identify themselves to
the grandmother who is smoking a cigarette (figure 20).
Moreover, the original angle of the advert (fig 21) was appreciated.
Following the Jackobson’s model, the advert (fig22) was defined as less efficient because the
«Metalinguistic function», that is to say the code used in the message, was not understood at
the first time by the participants. Here, the theory that defines the efficiency of provocation as
ambiguity is disproved. For example, the participants seen the advert (figure 19) as inefficient
because they did not get the code used in the message.

Again, the chart 1 showed than the most efficient advert for the participants was the one with
the clearest situation, (figure 16), preferred as the shock advert (figure 17) who was not
understood at the first time. As it was observed with the preventive advert about cigarette, the
preventive advert (figure 18) was seen as inefficient: the happy face of the woman was not
appropriate regarding the message.

However, the efficiency of shocking adverts appears in the memorization the fact that shock
advertising is easier to memorize were proved during the focus group: even before we showed
the Benetton adverts, some participants mentioned spontaneously a Benetton advert when
they talked about shock advertising, and every participants were aware about this advert.

When we analyzed the experience n°3, we saw that in all the adverts suggested by the two
groups, shock appeals were not used every time. Even when it was used, so as to show the
injuries, the knocks gave in the adverts have not been shown.
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Again, the participants made a link between the efficiency of an advert, its clarity and the
reality of the context: despite of the fact that the content of the advert (figure 24) was closed
to the men’s group, it was seen as inefficient because the decors seemed to be unreal.

After comparing the adverts created by the participants and the three characteristics of
provocation defined by Vezina and Paul, we saw that the French Generation Y could be more
seduced by an advert with a clear message which creates surprise, instead of shock advertising
with provocative content. After analyzing the advert of the men team, we saw that there is no
ambiguity, which is one of the characteristics of provocation.

Religion Taboos
The reaction of the participants highlighted the supposition that a majority of French people
from the generation Y are not shocked by religion blasphemy in advertising. As it was
assumed and confirmed in the empirical data, French people from the generation Y do not
understand the need to use religion taboos in advertising.

Evaluation of the shock appeals by the participants

The chart showed that participants from the Generation Y were not really shocked by the
moral offensiveness as a shock appeal (A), which appeared through a man eating monkey’s
fingers. As we said it before, disgusting images (B) were the most shocking appeal for the
participants, since they looked away while we showed them the advert. The marks gave for
the shock appeals (C) and (D) showed that the French participants from the generation Y were
not really shocked by sexual references and vulgarity, despite of some differences among men
and women described before. The reaction of the participants highlighted the supposition that
a majority of French people from the generation Y are not shocked by religion blasphemy in
advertising (E). As it was assumed and confirm in the empirical data, French people from the
generation Y do not understand the need to use religion taboos in advertising.
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Conclusion
On the whole, the results of the focus group showed that the shock advertising is not always
influencing the French Generation Y’s behaviors. This audience used to see this kind of
adverts frequently, therefore the surprise, that is the main part of shock advertising (Meyer,
Niepel, Rudolph, and Schötzwohl, 1991), is no longer efficient.
Moreover, we saw that the French Generation Y was bored about this content, especially for
the shocking preventive adverts, which only seems to have a short-term effect on the French
Generation Y’s behaviors. As we saw during this whole research, shocking advertising had a
direct impact on the French Generation Y when they are facing it but after they come back to
their own routine.

Concerning the shock advertising used by the brands, positive and negative behaviors were
observed, as Vezina and Paul‘s theory about provocation explained it.
On the one hand, we observed that the French generation Y did not understand the use of
shock advertising and were disappointed about the brand that are using it.
On the other hand, the French Generation Y recognized the brand image thanks to shock
advertising and appreciated the creativity of the brand, which is a proof of the French
Generation Y’s sensitivity about Brand Content. It defined this kind of shock advertising as a
gap between its content and the norms and values of the society, such as we hypothesized it,
in opposition so shocking preventive adverts which has to show realities.
Despite of the fact that the French Generation Y’s audience agreed to say that shock
advertising is often catching the attention, this audience was more sensitive about nonshocked adverts with an original content on what they were able to identify themselves. That
way, we noticed that the French Generation Y was often looking for credibility and sense in
adverts and stayed perplexed about the shocking advertising they do not understand.
Therefore, we deduced the French Generation Y do not appreciate ambiguity in advertising,
which is needed for a provocative content, for Vezina and Paul.
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We noted some differences among men and women from the French Generation Y behaviors
facing shock advertising. If we cannot say women are really shocked by sexual references in
advertising, they were nevertheless more sensitive to this content than men, as Lull, Hanson
and Marx showed the sensitiveness of women about sexual stereotypes in advertising.
As we saw during this research, the Generation Y in the French market was directly target by
shock advertising thanks to communication tools that have been explained and developed
through the Jackobson’s model and the information processing model.

To conclude, we said that shock advertising is a communication means that had to be used in
a proper way to have a direct and long-term influence on the French Generation Y. The
message had to be clear even obvious to have a real impact on the target. And it was thanks to
the study of the French Generation Y’s behaviors and reactions that the brand was able to
achieve its ends.

On the one hand, we decided for this study to limit our research to people aged from 0 to 25
years old: the generation Y. We selected this generation because we knew that nowadays, the
generation Y is the main target for the brands to achieve their ends.
On the other hand, we limited our research on the French market that is overwhelmed by
shock advertising.
As a matter of fact, all the French generation Y already faced shock advertising whether on
internet, newspapers, flyers, billboards …

Therefore, it could be interesting as a further research to compare all our results with another
study concerning the French generation X to see the real impact of shock advertising in
France.
To finish with, we think that it can be pleasing to add a quantitative study to this research to
link facts and figures. Another idea to improve it, is to do an additional focus group, to get
more data, new debates, new opinions and ideas to complete the first one.
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Chart 1:
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Chart 2:
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Chart 3:
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Annexes
Videos:
Link 1:
Greenpeace’s advert about Kit Kat:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hgcHTHGu5tA
Link 2:

CDC: Tips from Former Smokers - Terrie's Ad:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5zWB4dLYChM

Link 3:
CDC: Tips from Former Smokers – Marie’s Story:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QivYVVtIMM0

Link 4:

Le dépistage du cancer du sein sauve des vies :
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ve5TLRdSpn0
Link 5:

S.O.S violence conjugale
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c1uHYA_bqDM
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